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Originating from Classical Chinese, four-character formats have developed in 
Modern Chinese and become a fundamental part of modern Chinese vocabulary. The 
translation circles hold different views on the application of four-character formats to 
English-Chinese translation. The objectors insist that four-character formats, with 
profound Chinese cultures, can destroy the language style of the original texts and 
sacrifice clarity in the use of wrong words for expression if they are utilized too 
frequently in translation. On the contrary, the proponents believe that the 
four-character formats, considering to be concise, tuneful, and vivid, can make 
translation much better in terms of expression. The contradiction between the two 
parties is in fact not irreconcilable. The focus of their controversy lies in how to 
control the utilization of four-character formats in the English-Chinese translation.  
Based on the objective reality of the existence of four-character formats, this 
paper makes a careful analysis of Feng Yidai’s arguments about four-character 
formats for one thing; for another, Feng’s favorite translations are closely examined 
and then a quantitative analysis is carried out. The analysis results show that wrong 
points exist in his opinions and that his ways of doing things make people confused. 
The things are that on one hand he criticizes others’ application of four-character 
formats, four-character idioms in particular; on the other hand, he applied a great 
many four-character idioms in his translations. Feng’s behaviors show that a translator 
cannot avoid the application of four-character formats. 
This paper first redefines “four-character structure” and “four-character format”. 
Next, Feng’s viewpoints about the application of four-character formats are critically 
analyzed: (1) four-character formats on the verge of dying out; (2) using too many 
four-character idioms makes translation redundant and unfaithful. (3) using too many 
four-character idioms ruins the advantages of Chinese; (4) while translating modern 
British or American works, it is difficult to utilize four-character formats. After that, 
the “Language Idiosyncrasies” Theory proposed by Gao Jian is cited to testify the 
practical possibility of the existence of four-character formats. And then, an empirical 
research is carried out on the four-character formats applied by Feng Yidai in his 11 















in his translations. Thus, Feng’s views on the utilization of four-character format are 
then proved partly right. 
Finally, three suggestions are proposed by the author proper for how to control 
the utilization of four-character formats: (1) strengthening the understanding of 
Chinese four-character formats, building up four-character format thesaurus by 
reading; (2) “Faithfulness” taking priority, without misunderstanding and arbitrary 
application; (3) paying attention to the style of texts. These suggestions mean to help 
translators enhance their ability of expression so that they can write accurate and high 
quality translations. 
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再举一例：“Everything is the same, but you are not here, and I still am. In 
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